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History
Since its establishment in 1999, Seaharvest Egypt
has been providing high quality solutions to the
Egyptian Oil and Gas industry. Our keenness in
offering the finest products as well as the hard
work of our dedicated team has guaranteed us
an eminent position amidst oil and gas service
companies in the market.
We offer solutions in the fields of Drilling, Pipeline
and Process, Production enhancements and
Supply Chain services.
Seaharvest Egypt is part of the Seaharvest Group.
The Seaharvest Group is one of the foremost
private sector groups serving the Oil & Gas
Industry in Egypt and North Africa.

Highly Skilled Team
In Seaharvest we consider our team to be one of our biggest
assets. We encourage the development and growth of our
employees, while stressing on values of integrity, honesty and
dedication.
We operate based on a customer-oriented approach focused on the customers' needs and requests.
Seaharvest is proud to have a highly qualified group of engineers collaboratively working towards
delivering the highest degree of customer satisfaction.
Through working in mini-teams dedicated entirely to each customer, we aim to offer the utmost level
of excellence in our services:
- To be more customer focused and increase the customer network and relations.
- To have one responsible sales person for each account, in order to avoid customer confusion to
have more faces to see.
- To increase the market intelligence and have updated customer information.

Strong Client Base

Regional expertise

Through its years of expertise and its fine
reputation, Seaharvest has been able to obtain
a wide client base in the Egyptian market.
We at Seaharvest strive to develop friendly bonds
with our clients. We have formed very strong
relations with our clients while maintaining
transparency on all aspects related to the company
and the business.
Each of our clients, regardless of the revenue it
yields us, is treated with equal value and
dedication.

Operating for more than 10 years in Egypt,
Seaharvest has gained high regional expertise.
Our staff has been stationed all around Egypt,
causing them to get acquainted with the climates
of each specific concession and adapt easily to
the work conditions.

Competent Solutions
Product quality: Each service is engineered with
advanced technology and delivered using trained
personnel to ensure the highest levels of quality.
The products we offer are certified and comply
with international quality regulations.
Service diversity: One of our main competences
is the variety and range of services we offer at
Seaharvest. Marketing all Seaharvest principals
and product lines is a very challenging task due
to the diversified products and services that we
offer. In order to make this task more simple and
based on a logical flow, Seaharvest marketing

strategy is based on the Well Life Cycle and the
supporting operations serving it from logistics,
piping and refining.
Looking into the creation and life cycle of a well,
we will find it divided into five segments:
1- Planning
2- Drilling
3- Completion
4- Production
5- Abandonment
Based on this logical manner, we have grouped
all the services and the products into four main
solutions and each Solution has its own categories
of services as follows:
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Seaharvest represents the top class international
service providers in the manufacturing of downhole
tools, casing accessories, drill string components,
handling tools.

Drilling Solution

Among these companies are:
Boots & Coots the world’s No.1 blow-out
prevention, response and pressure control
company.

Casing Hardware

Tubulars and Handling Tools (Rentals, Selling)

Rigid Body Centralizers (Zinc-Alloy, Steel,

Drill Pipes

Aluminium)

Drill Collars

Reamer Shoes

Tubing

Pilot Guide Shoes

Hydroclean

Bow & Positive Centralizers

Landing Strings

Cementing Floating Equipment

Glass Reinforced Epoxy Pipes (GRE)

- Float Shoes

- Cementing Plugs

- Float Collars

- Scratchers

- Stage Tools

- Baskets

Handling and Running Tools

Downhole products (DHP)who invented the
world’s first zinc-alloy rigid body centralizer Spiro-lizer™ and Pen-o-trator™ reamer shoes.
National Oilwell Varco (NOV) the world leaders
of drilling jars, drilling tools and GRE pipeline
Premiere Oilfield Rentals as part of Superior
Energy Group, specialize in rentals of drilling
tubular and handling tools.
REEL who specialize in inspection services by
providing a wide range of inspection techniques
Seal-Tite the experts in downhole leak repair by
sealant injection.

Downhole Tools (Service,Rental,Selling):
Drilling Jars
Intensifier tools
Shock tools
Drilling Bumper Subs
Drilling Stabilizers
The Agitator
Fishing Tools
Internal Catch fishing tools
Bowen Milling and Cutting Tools
Andedrdrift
Andergauge
PBL SUBS
Subs

Leak Repair Services
Drill Pipes
Casing Leaks
- Liner Hanger Leaks
Control Line & Safety Valve Leaks

Supporting Services
Safeguard risk prevention services
Blowout Response
Pressure Control Rental Tools
Solid Control Equipment
Inspection Services
Magnetic Particle Inspection
- Dye-Penetrant Inspection - Wall Thickness Gauging
- Eddy Current Inspection

- Hardness Testing

- Ultrasonic Inspection

- Pressure Testing

- Electro Magnetic Testing

- Load Testing up to 200 Tone

on Steel Wire Ropes

- Visual Weld Inspection
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Production Enhancements

Artificial Lift Equipment (Selling, Service)

Hydraulic Workover Units (Service)

In a world of unpredictable energy prices, one

Hydraulic Work Over / Snubbing Units give the

thing that can be counted on for consistency is

ability to complete, repair, or re-enter an oil or gas

the increasing extraction price of oil and gas due

well. Especially valuable in technically challenging

to the ever increasing geological and technical

situations such as sensitive formations, horizontal

Seaharvest is committed to bring the latest

challenges that production companies face.

underbalanced drilling, and re-entry side track

solutions to ensure the smooth production of oil

In today's oilfield, the time has never been better

operations. Much of the equipment is own

wells and this is by providing a different range of

to get serious about gaining control of and reducing

manufactured, resulting in a faster, fit-for purpose

artificial lift equipment and by saving production

your lifting costs. Seaharvest provides you with

deliverable. Boots & Coots stand-alone units are

rates and time through rig-less operation repair

the best artificial lift equipments in the market

modular, so they can be easily handled in off-

of downhole leak repair. We also provide well

through National Oilwell Varco.

shore environments.

control

equipments

and

hydraulic

workover/snubbing (HWO) units for work over
operations. These services are achieved through
partnership with Boots & Coots, Downhole
Products, National Oilwell Varco and Seal-Tite.

Progressive Cavity Pump
The NOV Monoflo line of downhole progressing
cavity pumps (PC Pumps) are designed for use
in both oil and coal bed methane recovery
applications where the economics of oil and gas
production demand efficiency, reliability and low
life-cycle cost from the pumping equipment.
Sucker Rods Pump
NOV Monoflo’s rod pump systems can easily be
adapted to pump a variety of well fluids. The right
combination of manufacturing, engineering and
application expertise offer practical cost-effective
solutions to pumping problems. National Oilwell
Varco offers a completely integrated family of API
pumps, specialty pumps and accessories and
NOV is uniquely positioned to address all rod
pump requirements regardless of well conditions.

Cross Coupling Protectors (Selling, Service)

Leak Repair Solutions

GRIPPY Cable Clamp Protectors aim to convey

Wellhead Leaks

and secure ESP cables and control lines in and

Tubing Hanger Leaks

out of wellbores quickly, safely and efficiently.

Casing Leaks

They are manufactured from pressed galvanized

Micro Annulus Leaks

steel and can be offered in higher alloys to fit

Subsea Connection and Umbilical Leaks

your well needs. The installation is undertaken

Control Line & Safety Valve Leaks

by means of a hydraulically-driven tool to ensure

Tubing Leaks

that the installation of each protector will take as

Packer Leaks

low as 45 seconds.

Flow-line Leaks
Valve Leaks
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Pipeline and Process

Armawrap

Decommissioning Contractors & Engineers

Seaharvest provides the latest technology of

and Abandonment Services

Armawrap material, which has been specifically

Complete platform, pipeline and well

Seaharvest, in partnership with world-wide experts

designed to facilitate passage through the

decommissioning

like Proserv Offshore, Seal-Tite and Walker

conductor guide tubes during drilling operations.

Decommissioning project management

Technical Resources provides services such as

It's a wraparound corrosion protection and anti-

Consulting services

inspection, protection and repair of leaks in

foulant system which provide an easily installed

Well plugging and abandonment

pipelines. In addition, we provide to subsea

encapsulation system under “cold-work” conditions

Subsea well abandonment

solutions including decommissioning,

for the cladding of subsea pipelines, vertical risers

Conductor cutting and removal

abandonment services and specialized high

and piles in the Splash-Zone.

pressure pumping techniques. We also offer
support services for oil and gas projects and
production companies by supplying a wide range
of valves, pumps, brands and fittings.

Cold Repair Services

Subsea & Marine Technology

High & Ultra High Pressure Pump Services

Seaharvest, with Walker Technical Resources

Cold cutting systems including water abrasive

High pressure and ultra high-pressure pumps

“WTR”, uses state-of-the-art composite materials

and diamond wire/ reciprocating technologies.

for offshore and onshore use.

to provide validated and industry approved

Seabed dredging systems.

High flow flushing, pressure testing & filtration

engineered pipe repair systems. These materials

High pressure cleaning and coating removal

units.

are now widely accepted in the oil & gas industry

systems.

in Egypt as a cost-effective repair alternative to

Friction Stud Welding systems for anode and

traditional metallic repair techniques.

grating attachment.

Hot water jetting units for onshore use
Specialist accessories.
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The challenge currently facing many of our

Supply Chain Services
(general supplies)

customers is the costs associated with the burden
of supply chain management where the cost of
ownership extends far beyond the price of the
product. Seaharvest and NOV Distribution
Services provide our customers with the widest
Supply chain to cover all their needs through our

Mill supply
Abrasive Cloths
Absorbent Pads & Rags
Batteries
Bolts & Studs
Broom And Brushes
Chains, Grab Hooks & High Test, Roller, Roller
Parts
Cleaners: Hand, Rig Wash
Compounds: Pipe Dope, Thread
Coveralls
Electrical Supplies
Engines O-Rings
Filters, Baldwin
Flashlights

Gauges: 2-1/2” and 4”
Gloves
Hopes: Red Rubber
Lamps
Lifting: Shackles
Lubricants
Office Supplies
Paints, Sprays
Rope: Sash, Manila And Nylon
Safety Supplies: Boots, Chemicals, Eye
Protection, Fall Protection, Fire, Hard Hats,
Hearing, Marine, Respiration, Tape
Wire Ropes: Clamps, Clips

warehouses in Egypt, Dubai, Houston, UK,
Canada and others.

Fittings

Tools

Valves

Coupling Dresser Sleeves, Sleeve Parts

Hammers

Ball

Carbon Steel Elbows, Tees, Blind, Threaded,

Pliers

Butterfly

Weldneck

Ratchet

Gate

Nipples, Swage Nipples

Screwdrivers

Needle

Plugs Bull

Sockets

Forged Steel Bushing Hex, Couplings Pipe,

Wrenches

Elbows, Plug Pipe Hex, Tees, Threadolets

Cables

Malleable Iron Coupling Pipes, Elbows, Plug

Spare Parts for Mud Pumps; Gaskets, Liners,

Pipe Square, Tees

Pistons

Gaskets, Ring Joint, Spiral Wound

Diaphragm, Inserts, Swivels, Gauges, Tongs

Hose Fittings, Camlocks, Clamps, KC Nipples
Unions, Hex, Wing
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